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Abstract

We consider two operational semantics for CCS de1ned in the literature: the 1rst exploits
proved transition systems (PTS) and the second rewriting logic (RL). We show that the inter-
leaving interpretation of both semantics agree, in that they de1ne the same transitions and exhibit
the same non-deterministic structure. In addition, we study causality in CCS computations. We
recall its treatment via PTS, exhibiting the notion of causality presented in the literature, and
we show how to recast it in the RL semantics via suitable axioms. Also in this case, the two
semantics agree. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Concurrency is maybe the basic aspect of the operational interpretation of rewriting
logic. And as Jos:e Meseguer says in his lecture at CONCUR’96 [23],

: : : my main emphasis in this talk will be on rewriting logic as a semantic frame-
work for concurrency. : : : The goal is : : : to express as faithfully as possible each
model [of concurrency] on its own terms, avoiding any encodings or translations.
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The authors felt challenged in providing an additional “benchmark”, by considering
a calculus for concurrency and equipping it with a semantics able to describe non-
standard aspects of concurrent computations, in particular causality. The language we
chose is Milner’s calculus for communicating systems (CCS) [24], and the starting
points are the semantics proposed in [16] and in particular in [21]. Roughly, a CCS
process is a term of an algebra over a set of process constructors, under the assumption
that the operators represent basic features of a concurrent system, among which com-
munication is the most relevant. Its original semantics was provided via a transition
system, de1ned in the so-called SOS style [27]: the transitions are deduced applying
a set of inference rules, driven by the syntax of the terms that represent concurrent
processes. This semantics describes the evolution of processes in an interleaving style,
i.e., it represents the occurrence of two concurrent transitions as the nondeterministic
choice between their sequentializations.

The literature reports many proposals of non-interleaving semantics for CCS. Among
those proposals, most similar in presentation to the original interleaving semantics are
those provided via transition systems that express the causality between transitions (see
[3, 8, 9, 12, 19] to mention only a few references). Remarkably, all these semantics
agree on the notion of causality they de1ne and conservatively extend the original
interleaving semantics.

We 1rst provide CCS with an interleaving semantics, based on rewriting logic, and
show that it agrees with the original one. We recall the one from [21], adapted to deal
with the slight variant of CCS we consider, where the operator of replication substitutes
the more common recursive de1nitions. We then face our main goal: de1ning a causal
semantics for CCS based on rewriting logic. Obviously, the only point is which axioms
should be added to the theory for the interleaving case in order to capture causality
and concurrency.

The causal model for CCS that better drives our intuition is the proved transition
system (PTS for short) of [12, 13]. This is because the labels of proved transitions, call
them enhanced, have an algebraic structure, that reJects the structure of processes. More
precisely, the transitions are labelled by encodings of their proofs. This very concrete
representation of process behaviour was used to describe qualitative and quantitative
non-interleaving aspects of a variety of calculi, e.g., for the �-calculus [26], a calculus
based on naming fairly more complex than CCS [14]. Indeed, simple relabellings of
proved computations yield the main semantics presented in the literature, in particular
the (interleaving and the) causal one which is of main interest here.

It will be clear that enhanced labels and proof terms share the “same” algebraic
structure, because the 1rst represent deductions in the transitions system and the second
in rewriting logic. A diKerence is that proved transition systems exploit an algebra of
labels and rewriting logic instead gives an algebraic structure to transitions. So, we can
transfer the de1nitions of causality and concurrency as de1ned for proved transition
systems to our rewriting theory for CCS. The outcome is a logical representation of
causality and concurrency in process algebras, that fully agrees with those presented
in the literature.
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2. Some notions on process algebras

Process algebras [1, 18, 24] oKer a constructive way to describe concurrent systems,
considered as structured entities (the processes) interacting through some synchroniza-
tion mechanism. A system is a term of an algebra over a set of process constructors,
and new systems are then built from existing ones, on the assumption that algebraic
operators represent basic features of a concurrent calculus. We brieJy survey one of
the best known examples of process algebra, the calculus of communicating systems
(shortly, CCS: see [24] for an up-to-date presentation), and its standard operational se-
mantics. We then present its causal semantics via a proved transition system, following
[12].

2.1. The calculus of communicating systems

As usual, we assume a countable set of atomic actions, denoted by A and ranged
over by a; a bijective function M· :A→A, such that a= MMa; and an invisible action
� =∈A, so that A∪{�} is ranged over by �. Processes (denoted by P;Q; R; : : : ∈P)
are built from actions and agents according to the syntax

P ::= 0 | �:P |P + P |P|P | (�a)P | !a:P

We assume that the operators have decreasing binding power, in the following order:
(�a); �:; !a:; |;+. Hereafter, we usually omit the trailing 0, whenever clear from the
context.

The pre1x � is the 1rst atomic action that the process �:P can perform. Summation
denotes non-deterministic choice, and the operational rules say that P + Q behaves
either as P or as Q. The operator | describes parallel composition of processes. In
P |Q, P and Q can evolve independently of each other, but can also communicate if
they perform complementary actions. The restriction operator (�a) binds the action a
in the process P that it pre1xes, and prevents P from performing either a or Ma. The
intended meaning of the process !a:P is the replication of a:P as (1nitely) many times
as needed. Input replication is used to implement constant de1nitions, which in turn
are equivalent to the more standard recursive de1nitions of processes.

The reader has certainly noticed that we slightly modi1ed the original syntax, by re-
placing the more common de1nition of constants or recursion with a “guarded” version
of the operator of replication !a introduced in [25]. Also, we omitted the relabelling
operator, because its treatment would be straightforward. We come back in Section 5 to
our “guarded” version of the more general replication operator !P, “bang P”. The main
reason for our choice is to keep our presentation simple, especially when discussing
causality; indeed, the general case would require a major reworking of the standard
de1nitions in Section 2.3, to handle the potential unbound parallelism of !P if P is
unguarded, as we will shortly discuss in the conclusions.

Given a process P, its dynamic behaviour can be described by a suitable transition
system, along the lines of the SOS approach [27]. The CCS transition system is the
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Table 1
The transition system for CCS

act:
−

�:P
�→P

sum0 :
P

�→P′

P + Q
�→P′

sum1 :
P

�→P′

Q + P
�→P′

act! :
−

!a:P a→!a:P |P
par0 :

P
�→P′

P |Q �→P′ | Q
par1 :

P
�→P′

Q | P �→Q | P′

com:
P a→P′; Q Ma→Q′

P | Q �→P′ | Q′ res:
P

�→P′

(�a)P
�→(�a)P′

� =∈ {a; Ma}

relation TS⊆P×A×P freely generated from the set of axioms and inference rules of
Table 1, where P

�→Q means that 〈P; �; Q〉 ∈TS.
The following examples will be used later on. The 1rst two are well-known and show

that the semantics de1ned above, called sometimes interleaving semantics, reduces
parallel composition to sequentialization and non-determinism. Consider the following
process with two concurrent actions a and b

P = a:0 | b:0:

There are the following two computations starting from it:

P a→ 0 | b:0 b→ 0 | 0 and P b→ a:0 | 0 a→ 0 | 0:

Also the following purely sequential and non-deterministic process:

R = a:b:0+ b:a:0;

has two computations branching out of it, with the same labelling

R a→ b:0 b→ 0 and R b→ a:0 a→ 0;

so that the two processes cannot be distinguished just analysing the portion of the
transition system they generate.

Our last example illustrates the replication operator. Consider

Q =!a:0 | (!b: Ma:0+ c:0);

and its computation

Q a→(!a:0 | 0) | (!b: Ma:0+ c:0) b→(!a:0 | 0) | (!b: Ma:0 | Ma:0)

�→((!a:0 | 0) | 0) | (!b: Ma:0 | 0) b→((!a:0 | 0) | 0) | ((!b: Ma:0 | Ma:0) | 0);

that shows how the replication operator may produce as (1nitely) many copies of the
process it is pre1xed to as needed.
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Table 2
The proved transition system for CCS

Act:
−

�:P
�→P

Sum0 :
P �→P′

P + Q
+0�→ P′

Sum1 :
P �→P′

Q + P
+1�→ P′

Act!:
−

!a:P a→!a:P | P
Par0 :

P �→P′

P | Q ‖0�→ P′ | Q
Par1 :

P �→P′

Q | P ‖1�→ Q | P′

Com:
P

#0a→ P′; Q
#1 Ma→ Q′

P | Q 〈‖0#0a;‖1#1 Ma〉→ P′ | Q′
Res:

P �→P′

(�a)P �→(�a)P′
‘(�) =∈ {a; Ma}

2.2. Proved transition system

We present now an enrichment over the labels of the standard transition system of
CCS, in the style of [3, 9]. This additional structure is used to encode some information
on the derivation of the transitions, that is, on the inference rules actually used to obtain
that derivation.

We jointly de1ne the notion of enhanced labels and two auxiliary functions: ‘, that
takes an enhanced label to the corresponding action; and @, that discards the information
on a label concerning non-deterministic choices.

De�nition 1. Let # range over the set of 1nite strings on the alphabet L= {‖0; ‖1;+0;
+1}. Then, the enhanced labels (with metavariable �) are de1ned by the syntax 1

� ::= #� |#〈‖0#0a; ‖1#1 Ma〉:
The function ‘ is de1ned as

‘(#�) = �; ‘(#〈‖0#0a; ‖1#1 Ma〉) = �:

The function @ is de1ned, � being the empty string, as

@(a) = �; @(+i�) = @(�) (i = 0; 1);

@(‖i�) = ‖i@(�) (i = 0; 1); @(〈�0; �1〉) = 〈@(�0); @(�1)〉:
The rules for the proved transition system for CCS, PTS, are in Table 2. The only
diKerence from Table 1 is in the labels handled by the rules for parallel composition
and communication and those for non-deterministic choice. Rule Par0 adds to the label
a tag ‖0 to record that the left component is moving. Similarly for rules Par1 and
Sumi that add tags ‖1 and +i, respectively. The rule Com has in its conclusion a pair
instead of a � to record the components which interact. However, it is easy to derive
the standard, interleaving transition system of Table 1 from PTS: it suRces to relabel
each proved transition through the function ‘ in De1nition 1.

1 Since we focus our attention on causality, it suRces to consider this version of enhanced labels. See
also [12], where enhanced labels are called proof terms.
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Consider again the process P= a:0 | b:0 introduced at the end of the previous section.
Its proved computations are

P
‖0a−→ 0 | b:0 ‖1b−→ 0 | 0 and P

‖1b−→ a:0 | 0 ‖0a−→ 0 | 0:

Our next subsection shows how to recover from enhanced labels information about the
independence of the actions a and b. The interested reader may wish to check that
the computations above diKer from those of the sequential, non-deterministic process
R= a:b:0+ b:a:0; see also the next subsection.

2.3. Causality and concurrency

We recall from [12] the notion of causal dependency among transitions occurring in
a computation �, as expressed by the relation 4�. In [12], 4� is used to relabel proved
computations, making explicit the causality and concurrency relations between actions.
From this relabelling, it is straightforward to recover the more standard representation
of causality as a partial ordering of events, and that of concurrency. Both notions
coincide with those de1ned in the literature, as shown e.g. in [3, 8]. (See [14] for
a study of several non-interleaving relations carried on the �-calculus, a fairly more
expressive process algebra.)

Roughly, a transition #� causally depends on a previous transition #′�′ if @(#′�′)
is a pre1x of @(#�); similarly when one of the transitions is a communication. The
underlying idea is that the two transitions have been derived using the same initial set
of rules, except at most for those involving non-deterministic choice. Indeed, causality
depends on the parallel structure of processes only, and an action is caused by another
if it is nested in a pre1x chain, or they are connected by communications in a similar
way.

From now onwards, unless otherwise speci1ed, � denotes a generic proved compu-

tation of the form P1
�1→P2

�2→ · · · �p→Pp+1, whose length is p.

De�nition 2. Let � be a proved computation, let i; j∈{0; 1} and m; n∈{1; : : : ; p} with
m¡n. We write �m 41

� �n if either
• �m =#�; �n =#′�′ and @(�m) pre1x of @(�n); or
• �m =#�; �n =#′〈#′

0�
′
0; #

′
1�

′
1〉 and ∃i: @(�m) pre1x of @(#′#′

i �
′
i); or

• �m =#〈#0�0; #1�1〉; �n =#′�′; ∃i: @(##i�i) pre1x of @(�n); or
• �m =#〈#0�0; #1�1〉; �n =#′〈#′

0�
′
0; #

′
1�

′
1〉 and ∃i; j:@(##i�i) pre1x of @(#′#′

j �
′
j).

The relation 4� of causal dependency over � is the reJexive and transitive closure of
{〈�m; �n〉 |m; n∈{1; : : : ; p} ∧ �m 41

� �n}.

The explicit de1nition allows for a routine veri1cation that 4� in fact partially orders
the set of the transitions of �. Before showing how our de1nition applies, we introduce
also the notion of concurrency between the transitions of a computation. It is simply
the complement of causality.
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De�nition 3. Let � be a proved computation, and let m; n∈{1; : : : ; p} with m¡n. We
say that �m is concurrent with �n (�m ˆ� �n) iK �m �4� �n.

With an abuse of notation, we usually drop the index � from both the causality and
the concurrency relation, when the computation involved is clear from the context, or
it is irrelevant.

Consider the proved computations displayed at the end of the previous subsection.
It is immediate to derive that aˆ b (more precisely, that the transitions labelled by a
and b are concurrent). Instead, consider the computation

R = a:b:0+ b:a:0 +0a→ b:0 b→ 0

from which one derives immediately that a causes b, because �1 = +0 a and @(�1) = �
is a pre1x of @(�2) = � for �2 = b. Similarly, one gets that b causes a in the other
computation of R.

More interesting is the proved counterpart (of a fragment) of the computation for
process Q= !a:0 | (!b: Ma:0+ c:0) seen at the end of Section 2.1

Q
‖0a−→(!a:0|0)|(!b: Ma:0+ c:0)

‖1+0b−−→ (!a:0|0)|(!b: Ma:0| Ma:0)

〈‖0‖0a;‖1‖1 Ma〉−−−−−−−→ ((!a:0|0)|0)|(!b: Ma:0|0)‖1‖0b−−→ ((!a:0|0)|0)|((!b: Ma:0| Ma:0)|0):

It is easy to check that @(‖0a) is not a pre1x of @(‖1 +0 b), hence the associated transi-
tions are concurrent; whilst 〈‖0‖0a; ‖1‖1 Ma〉 is causally dependent on both the preceding
transitions, since @(‖0a) is a pre1x of @(‖0‖0a) and @(‖1 +0 b) is a pre1x of @(‖1‖1a);
1nally, ‖1‖0b depends (directly) only on the execution of the 1rst replication b.

Note that the concurrency relation is symmetric and irreJexive. More relevant is
that if two transitions are concurrent one can be executed before the other and vice
versa. To help intuition, one may think that the related transitions are diKerent in-
stances of the same event, corresponding to 1ring the same pre1x. Indeed, two
transitions are concurrent if they result from 1ring two pre1xes laying on the op-
posite sides of a parallel operator and there is no (hidden) communication that
sequentializes them.

In the literature, such a situation (depicted on the left side)
is denoted as the occurrence of a concurrency diamond in
the transition system, with respect to process P1. It shows, in
particular, the independence of the occurrences of transitions
�1 and �2; �.

Lemma 4. Let �=P1
�1→P2

�2→P3 be a proved computation. If �1 ˆ�2; then a process

P2; � and a proved computation P1
�2; �−→ P2; �

�1; �−→ P3 can be inductively de ned on the
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structure of � (that is; on the structure of P1; �1 and �2) such that �2; � ˆ �1; � and
@(�i) = @(�i; �); for i= 1; 2.

Proof. This result is a slightly stronger version of Lemma 6:2 of [14]. The only diKer-
ences are that there actions may also have a richer structure, and that enhanced labels
do not contain tags +i, which however are discarded by our function @.

The proof goes by induction, showing that (each component of) � has indeed a
suitable structure, which can be exploited in order to de1ne its counterpart �′. So, let

�=P1
�1;→P2

�2→P3 be a proved computation. If �1 ˆ�2, then � is described by one (or
a symmetric instance) of the cases below.

• �=C1[Q1|R1]
#1‖0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R1]

#2‖1�R;−−−→C2[Q2|R2], for linear contexts Ci’s; subprocesses

Qi’s, Ri’s; and transitions Q1
�Q→Q2; R1

�R→R2.

• �=C1[D1[Q1|R1] |S1]]
#1 ‖0#′

1 ‖0�Q−−−−−−→C2[D2[Q2 |R1] |S1]]
#2〈‖0#′

2 ‖1�R;‖1�S〉−−−−−−−−−−→ C2[D2[Q2|R2]|S2],

for linear contexts Ci’s, Di’s; subprocesses Qi’s, Ri’s, Si’s; and transitions Q1
�Q→Q2;

R1
�R→R2; S1

�S→ S2.

• �=C1[D1[Q1|R1]|E1[S1|T1]]
#1〈‖0#′

1‖0�Q;‖1#′′
1 ‖1�T 〉−−−−−−−−−−−−→C2[D2[Q2|R1]|E2[S1|T2]]

#2〈‖0#′
2‖1�R;‖1#′′

2 ‖0�S〉−−−−−−−−−−−−→C2[D2[Q2|R2]|E2[S2|T2]], for linear contexts Ci’s, Di’s, Ei’s; sub-

processes Qi’s, Ri’s, Si’s, Ti’s; and transitions Q1
�Q→Q2; R1

�R→R2; S1
�S→ S2; T1

�T→T2.
They all simply express the fact that, for the transitions to be concurrent, they must
“take place” on opposite sides of a parallel operator, which occurs on the top of a
subexpression. Moreover, the (portions of) enhanced labels #i; #′

i ; #
′′
i are completely

determined by the contexts Ci; Di and Ei (i= 1; 2), respectively.
Now, we can proceed by case analysis, making explicit the structure of the “in-

ductively de1ned” computation obtained from � by switching the two concurrent tran-
sitions. For simplicity, we sketch the proof of our 1rst case above, i.e. when the
concurrent processes 1lling in the holes of C1 do not communicate. From

� = C1[Q1|R1]
#1‖0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R1]

#2‖1�R−−−→C2[Q2|R2];

it is immediate to obtain the following proved computation (see also the proof of
Lemma 6:2 in [14], that shows how the enhanced labels �1 and �2 can be exchanged):

�′ = C1[Q1|R1]
#1‖1�R−−−→C2[Q1|R2]

#2‖0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R2]:

Indeed, as noted above, the contexts C1 and C2 inductively determine #1 and #2.
The other two cases are simply a tuning of this basic fact, whenever a communication

occurs between nested occurrences of the parallel operator.

Thus, we can exploit the lemma above, in order to de1ne a suitable notion of
equivalence (with respect to concurrency) for proved transitions.
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De�nition 5 (Computation equivalence). Let � be proved computation, and let n∈
{1; : : : ; p−1} with �n ˆ �n+1. We write ��1 �′ if �′ is obtained from � by replacing its

subcomputation �s =Pn
�n→ Pn+1

�n+1−→Pn+2 with the proved computation Pn
�n+1; �s−−→Pn+1; �s

�n; �s−→
Pn+2, de1ned according to Lemma 4.

The relation � of equivalence (with respect to concurrency) between proved transi-
tions is the reJexive and transitive closure of �1.

Note that the inductive nature of Lemma 4 ensures that �1 is well-de1ned.

3. A rewriting logic semantics for CCS

First, we brieJy survey a fragment of rewriting logic, that is relevant to our present
study. Then, we recall the rewriting logic operational semantics of CCS proposed in
[21], adapting it in order to take into account the replication operator. We 1nally extend
the correspondence result between the standard operational semantics and the logical
one, stated in the same work, lifting it to the proved semantics.

3.1. On order-sorted rewriting logic

The mapping of the CCS transition system into a rewriting theory requires fairly
sophisticated algebraic techniques. As a 1rst step we recall the set-theoretical construc-
tion of the term algebra for order-sorted signatures [17]. Actually, we will consider
the very limited case where there are only two sorts &1 and &2, with &16&2; however
this fragment is suRcient for our purposes.

Let ' be such an order-sorted signature, and let X1 and X2 be sets of variables
of sorts &1 and &2, respectively. Then, OT'(X ) denotes the order-sorted term algebra
over X =X1 ∪X2. A classical result proves the existence of an adjunction between (the
categories of) order-sorted and many-sorted algebras, so that an alternative presentation
of OT'(X ) is given by the standard, many-sorted term algebra T'∪{c}(X ), obtained by
adding an explicit coercion operator c : &1 → &2 to the signature. In fact, the coercion
operator is just syntactic sugar, needed to distinguish the occurrence of a term t as an
element of sort &1 or of super-sort &2, and it is left implicit in the usual order-sorted
presentation. We prefer here to make it explicit, in order to distinguish between the
diKerent sorts associated to a term, without typing.

Now, an equation is just a pair 〈s; t〉 of terms of the same sort. So let 〈'; E1 ∪E2〉
be an equational speci1cation, for Ei sets of equations of sort &i. The elements of
OT';E(X ) are the equivalence classes of terms in OT'(X ), according to the axioms in
E ([s] stands for the equivalence class of the term s). Explicitly, OT';E(X ) corresponds
to the many-sorted algebra T'∪{c}; E∪{ia}(X ), for ia the conditional axiom below (called
injectivity axiom in [17]):

c(s) ≡ c(t)
s ≡ t

:
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To de1ne an order-sorted rewrite theory, we 1nally need the notion of conditional
rule, i.e. a 2(k+1)-tuple 〈[s]; [t]; [u1]; [v1]; : : : ; [uk ]; [vk ]〉 of terms (actually, equivalence
classes) in OT';E(X ), such that each pair of terms 〈s; t〉 and 〈ui; vi〉 for i= 1; : : : ; k
contains elements of the same sort.

De�nition 6 ((Order-sorted) rewrite theories). A labelled rewrite theory R is a 4-tuple
〈'; E; L; R〉 where ' is an order-sorted signature, E is a set of '-equations, L is the
set of labels, and R⊆L× [OT';E(X )×OT';E(X )]+ is the set of labelled rewrite rules.
We often write d : [s]→ [t] if [̃u]→ [̃v] for 〈d; [s]; [t]; [u1]; [v1]; : : : ; [uk ]; [vk ]〉.

Rewrite rules in R may be understood as the basic sequents of a theory, the building
blocks of the actual rewrite relation. More complex deductions can be obtained by a
1nite number of applications of inference rules. We introduce a suitable signature for
building an algebra of labels, each element of the term algebra encoding a justi cation
of a rewrite. Out of all the possible diKerent ways to introduce such a signature, we
follow the lines of [6].

De�nition 7 (Rewriting sequents). Let R= 〈'; E; L; R〉 be a rewrite theory; and let /
be the signature containing all the labels d as suitable operators, with the corresponding
arity and sort given by the variables in R(d). 2

A proof term 0 is a term of the algebra OTR(X ) =OT'∪/∪{·}(X ) (we assume that
there are no clashes of names between the sets of operators).

A (rewriting) sequent is a triple 〈0; [s]; [t]〉 (usually written as 0 : [s]→ [t]) where 0
is a proof term and [s]; [t]∈OT';E(X ).

As argued in [22], “a rewrite theory is just a static description of ‘what a system
can do’; the behaviour of the theory is instead given by the rewrite relation induced
by the set of rules of deduction”.

De�nition 8 (Entailment). Let R= 〈'; E; L; R〉 be a rewrite theory. We say that R

entails the sequent 0 : [s]→ [t], written R� 0 : [s]→ [t], if and only if it can be obtained
by a 1nite number of applications of the inference rules in Table 3. 3

The (many-sorted version of the) deduction system in Table 3 was introduced in [22].
The most interesting rule is replacement. First, it implies that the transition relation is
stable, that is, it is closed under substitution. Moreover, the associated sequent describes
the simultaneous execution of nested rewrites: two sub-terms matching the left-hand

2 More precisely, d : &s(1) × · · · × &s(n) × &u → &s for each rule d : [s]→ [t] if [u]→ [v] such that s has
sort &s; u has sort &u, and all the terms belong to OT'({x1; : : : ; xn}) for xi ∈ Xs(i). Similarly if d has more
than one (or none) condition.

3 For the sake of readability, we skip all information on sorts and arities; moreover, we assume that each
rule has a single condition: the general case is easily retrieved; 1nally, t(w̃=̃x) denotes the simultaneous
substitution of wi for xi in t.
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Table 3
Inference rules for sequents

(Re?exivity)
[t] ∈ OT'; E(X )
t : [t]→ [t]

(Coercion)
0 : [s]→ [t]

c(0) : [c(s)]→ [c(t)]

(Congruence)
0i : [si]→ [ti]; f ∈ '

f(01; : : : ; 0n) : [f(s1; : : : ; sn)] → [f(t1; : : : ; tn)]

(Replacement)
0i : [wi]→[zi]; 〈d; [s]; [t]; [u]; [v]〉 ∈ R; 0 : [u(w̃=̃x)]→[v(w̃=̃x)]

d(01; : : : ; 0n; 0) : [s(w̃=̃x)]→ [t(̃z=̃x)]

(Transitivity)
0 : [s]→[u]; 5 : [u]→ [t]

0 · 5 : [s]→ [t]

Table 4
Axioms for abstract sequents

(Associativity)
−

0 · (5 · 6) ≡ (0 · 5) · 6 (Identity)
0 : [s]→ [t]

s · 0 ≡ 0 ≡ 0 · t

(Distributivity)
f ∈ '

f(01 · 51; : : : ; 0n · 5n) ≡ f(01; : : : ; 0n) · f(51; : : : ; 5n)

(Decomposition)
d ∈ /; 0i : [wi] → [zi]; 0 : [u(w̃=̃x)]→[v(w̃=̃x)]
d(01; : : : ; 0n; 0) ≡ d(w1; : : : ; wn; 0) · t(01; : : : ; 0n)

(Exchange)

d ∈ /; 0i : [wi] → [zi]; 0 : [u(w̃=̃x)]→[v(w̃=̃x)];
5 : [u(̃z=̃x)]→[v(̃z=̃x)]; 0 · v(01; : : : ; 0n) ≡ u(01; : : : ; 0n) · 5

d(w1; : : : ; wn; 0) · t(01; : : : ; 0n) ≡ s(01; : : : ; 0n) · d(z1; : : : ; zn; 5)

sides of two rules can be rewritten in parallel even if their roots are not disjoint, i.e.,
if one is above the other, provided that they do not overlap.

Indeed, in [22] Meseguer establishes a correspondence between deductions in rewrit-
ing logic and (concurrent) computations, de1ning a model for a rewrite theory as a
system whose states are E-equivalence classes of '-terms, and whose transitions are
equivalence classes of terms representing proofs in rewriting deduction, that is, con-
current rewrites using the rules in R.

De�nition 9 (Abstract sequents). Let R= 〈'; E; L; R〉 be a rewrite theory, and let
OTR(X ) =OT'∪/∪{·}(X ) be the associated term algebra of proof terms. An abstract
proof term [0] is an element of OTR; E(X ) =OT'∪/∪{·}; E∪Ea(X ), for Ea containing the
set of axioms represented in Table 4. 4

An abstract sequent is a triple 〈[0]; [s]; [t]〉 (usually written as 0 : [s] → [t]) where
[0] is an abstract proof term and [s]; [t] ∈ OT';E(X ).

4 Once again, given only for the case with a single condition.
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Table 5
The rewrite theory for CCS

(�)
−

c(�: x)→ �:c(x)
(60)

c(x)→ �:c(x′)
c(x + y)→ �:c(x′)

(61)
c(x)→ �:c(x′)

c(y + x)→ �:c(x′)

(!a)
−

c(!a: x)→ a:c(!a: x|x) (�0)
c(x)→ �:c(x′)

c(x|y)→ �:c(x′|y)
(�1)

c(x)→ �:c(x′)
c(y|x)→ �:c(y|x′)

(&)
c(x)→ a:c(x′); c(y)→ Ma:c(y′)

c(x|y)→ �:c(x′|y′)
(�a)

c(x)→ �:c(x′)
c((�a)x)→ �:c((�a)x′)

� �∈ {a; Ma}

Concerning the axioms in Ea, associativity and identity need no explanation. Also
distributivity has an obvious meaning: to give a context to the composition of two
rewrites is the same as to compose the contextualisation of the single rewrites. Both
decomposition and exchange state that each nested rewrite can be expressed as the
sequential composition of two simpler rewrites.

De�nition 10 (Abstract entailment). Let R= 〈'; E; L; R〉 be a rewrite theory. We say
that R entails the abstract sequent [0] : [s]→ [t], written R�a [0] : [s]→ [t], if and only
if there exists a proof term 0′ such that R� 0′ : [s]→ [t], and moreover 0≡ 0′.

3.2. A suitable theory for CCS

Our 1rst step is to de1ne a suitable signature for processes.

De�nition 11 (Process signature). Let 'ccs be the one-sorted signature (with sort SP)
associated with CCS processes: each action � is a unary operator, and so is each
restriction (�a) and replication !a, while both parallel and non-deterministic choice are
binary operators. We denote by 'eccs the order-sorted signature with two sorts, SP and
SAP , such that SP6SAP: it contains 'ccs and the additional operators � : SAP → SAP

for each �∈A∪{�}.

We refer to active processes, denoted by Pa; Qa; Ra; : : :∈AP, as those elements of
sort SAP on the term algebra over 'eccs; equivalently, they are built from actions and
processes extending the syntax given in Section 2.1 as

Pa ::= c(P)|� : Pa

where c : SP → SAP is the coercion operator for 'eccs. As noted before, this operator is
just syntactic sugar. Nevertheless, here it bears also an intuitive, computational meaning.
A process P, as a term of sort SP, denotes some kind of template of a program, that
can, so to say, be activated by the trigger c, producing the instance Pa = c(P).

De�nition 12. The order-sorted rewrite theory Rccs associated with CCS is shown in
Table 5.
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Our theory is obtained from the one de1ned in [21] for the full CCS, with a few
syntactic adaptations, in order to account for the replication operator.

Note that we present our conditional rules in a natural deduction format, which is
diKerent from the one usually adopted in the term rewriting community. The premises
correspond to the conditional assumptions of a rule, while the conclusion is the ac-
tual rewrite step, so that e.g. the 1rst rule for non-determinism would be denoted as
“60 : c(x + y)→ �:c(x′) if c(x)→ �:c(x′)”.

Note also that the rewrite theory does not respect one of the usual conditions on
term rewriting systems: a variable occurring on the right-hand side of a rule must also
occur on the left-hand side. This is due to the nature of CCS operational semantics.
Consider e.g. the rule for non-determinism and read it as the process x+y rewrites to
process x′ pre1xed with � (that is, it evolves to x′ with an action �), if the process x
rewrites to x′ pre1xed with �. As we will see, there is no in1nitary branching for the
set of possible rewrites originating from a given term, because the rule instances that
can be applied to a term are tightly bounded by the ordering over sorts.

We feel con1dent that our presentation eases the comparison with the standard CCS
transition system. It highlights the fact that the labels of the transition system TS
are made explicit and, so to say, incorporated into the proof terms of the theory.
This allows not only for a proper recasting of the behaviour of the synchronization
operator, but it models eKectively the head rewriting strategy of CCS processes: the
process a:b:P must  rst execute the action a, evolving into b:P; only then b can be
executed, evolving to the process P.

Unfortunately, all the above is done at the expense of actual parallelism. In order
to implement such a sequential rewriting, only terms of sort SAP can actually move.
Then, the subcomponents of a rewrite step obtained via e.g. the parallel rules �i : SP×
SP×SP×SAP → SAP are forcely held still. As an example, consider again the process
P= a:0|b:0: Disregarding identities, the system entails only the following sequents with
source c(P):
• �0(a:0; b:0; 0; a(0)) : c(P)→ a:c(0|b:0)
• �0(a:0; b:0; 0; a(0)) · a:�1(b:0; 0; 0; b(0)) : c(P)→ a:b:c(0|0)
• �1(b:0; a:0; 0; b(0)) : c(P)→ b:c(a:0|0)
• �1(b:0; a:0; 0; b(0)) · b:�0(a:0; 0; 0; a(0)) : c(P)→ b:a:c(0|0)
The second and fourth sequents represent the two interleaving executions of the in-
dependent actions a and b, yet there is no sequent which represents their concurrent
application. Furthermore, their proof terms cannot be identi1ed via the axioms for
rewriting logic presented in the literature and reported in Table 4: they have diKerent
targets! We overcome this diRculty in Section 4.3.

3.3. An interleaving correspondence

We now state a proposition that relates the semantics of CCS based on the rewriting
theory Rccs with the proved transition system of Table 2. To this end, we need to
de1ne and characterize a few classes of proof terms.
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De�nition 13. Let 0 be a closed proof term over the rewriting theory Rccs. Then 0 is
• idle, if it is an element of sort SP;
• active, if it is an element of sort SAP;
• initial, if it is active and contains no occurrence of an operator �;
• one step, if it contains no occurrence of the composition operator “·”;
• many steps, if 0= 01 · : : : · 0n with 16n¡! and each 0i is one step; 5

• sequential, if it is many steps and all the one-step components are active.
A sequent 0 : s→ t is idle (active, initial, : : :) if so is 0.

In the following, we refer indiKerently either to proof terms or to sequents.

Lemma 14 (Onsorts). Let 0 be a one-step proof term entailed by Rccs.
(1) If 0 is idle; then 0=P for a process P;
(2) if 0 is initial; then either 0= c(0′) for 0′ idle; or 0 : c(P)→ �:c(P′) for processes

P; P′;
(3) if 0 is active; then 0= �1: : : : �n:0′ for actions �1; : : : ; �n ∈A∪{�} and initial proof

term 0′ entailed by Rccs.

Proof. Part (1) is obvious, since all the operators on proof terms induced by the rewrite
theory Rccs, except those belonging to 'ccs, have target SAP . Similarly for part (2),
since all the sequents entailed by Rccs have that form, except those involving �. For
part (3), 1rst note that, with the exception of coercion, the !a’s and �’s are the only
operators whose sources only contain elements of sort SP, and have targets in SAP .
Since all the other operators induced by Rccs with target SAP , with the exception of
� : SAP → SAP , require that the proof terms occurring in the precondition are initial,
the result holds.

This characterization is needed to prove our 1rst correspondence result: given a pro-
cess P, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the proved transitions originating
from P and the initial, one-step sequents with source c(P).

Proposition 15 (One-step correspondence). Let P; P′ be CCS processes.

(1) If Rccs entails an initial; one-step sequent 0 : c(P)→ �:c(P′); then an enhanced

label �̂(0) and a proved transition �̂(0) =P
�̂(0)→ P′ entailed by PTS can be de ned

inductively on the structure of 0;
(2) if PTS entails a proved transition �=P �→P′; then an initial; one-step proof

term 0̂(�) and a sequent 0̂(�) : c(P)→ ‘(�):c(P′) entailed by Rccs can be de ned
inductively on the structure of P and �;

(3) furthermore; functions 0̂ and �̂ are inverse to each other.

5 We assume the composition operator to be left-associative. Note however that there are proof terms that
are neither one step, nor many steps, such as e.g. �(0 · 5).
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Proof. The proof is constructive: we de1ne a function over initial sequents (proved
transitions) that returns the associated proved transition (proof term, respectively).
(1) Since by analysing the arguments of the top-operator of any proof term of our

theory we may always recover the source and target of the associated sequent, we
can then de1ne simultaneously by structural induction the functions �̂ and �̂ over
initial proof terms only, by case analysis

�̂(0) =




�:P
�→P if 0 = �(P);

P + Q
+i �̂(0′)−−−→P′ if 0= 6i(P;Q; P′; 0′) (sym:U1);

!a:P a→!a:P|P if 0 =!a(P);

P|Q ‖i �̂(0′)−−−→P′|Q if 0 = �i(P;Q; P′; 0′) (sym:�1);

P|Q 〈‖0�̂(0′);‖1�̂(0′′)〉−−−−−−−−−→P′|Q′ if 0 = &(P;Q; P′; Q′; 0′; 0′′);

(�a)P
�̂(0′)−→(�a)P′ if 0 = �a(P; P′; 0′):

The function is well-de1ned over initial proof terms (source c(P) rules out terms
such as �:0) and it is easy to check its soundness.

(2) The de1nition of 0̂ follows. It requires a careful comparison between the label �
of the proved transition, its source P and its target P′ (this was not needed with
the de1nitions of �̂ and �̂, because each proof term also encodes information on
the source and target of the associated sequent)

0̂(�) =




�(P) if � = �:P
�→P;

6i(P;Q; P′; 0̂(P �→P′)) if � = P + Q
+i�→ P′ (sym:U1);

!a(P) if � =!a:P a→!a:P|P;

�i(P;Q; P′; 0̂(P �→P′)) if � = P|Q ‖i�→P′|Q (sym:�1);

&(P;Q; P′; Q′; 0̂(P �0→P′); 0̂(Q �1→Q′)) if � = P|Q 〈‖0�0 ;‖1�1〉→ P′|Q′;

�a(P; P′; 0̂(P �→P′)) if �= (�a)P �→(�a)P′:

The function is well-de1ned, since each proved transition is uniquely generated
via the proved transition system. The soundness of 0̂ is easily shown by induction
over the last rule applied.

(3) Straightforward case analysis.
We already observed that the standard semantics in Table 1 and the proved semantics

in Table 2 are tightly related via function ‘. Thus, we can conclude this section by
recovering the correspondence result originally stated in [21], now including replication,
instead of recursive de1nition.
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Corollary 16. Let P; P′ be CCS processes. Then; TS entails a transition P
�→P′ iA

Rccs entails an initial one step sequential sequent 0 : c(P)→ �:c(P′).

Finally, the next result lifts the correspondence to computations.

Proposition 17 (Computational correspondence). Let P; P′ be CCS processes. Then;
there exists a proved computation � (of length p) with source P and target P′ iA
Rccs entails a sequential sequent 0= 01 · : : : ·0p : c(P)→ ‘(�1) : : : ‘(�p):c(P′); such that;
for i= 1; : : : ; p; 0i = ‘(�1) : : : ‘(�i−1):0̂(�i).

Proof. Immediate consequence of Proposition 15, that holds for each single proved

transition �i :Pi
�i→Pi+1, which is associated to the initial proof term 0̂(�i) : c(Pi)→

‘(�i):c(Pi+1). The result is veri1ed also for possibly empty transitions, which are
mapped to idle proof terms.

The characterization above can be strengthened: for each process P, there is in fact a
one-to-one correspondence between proved computations starting from P, and abstract
sequents with source c(P). We shall consider in detail this stronger property when
discussing concurrent computations.

4. On the truly concurrent semantics

Proposition 17 tells us that the sequents entailed by the CCS rewriting theory in-
duce the same transition relation over processes as the proved transition system of
Table 2. Our presentation via the functions 0̂ and �̂ helps in establishing a stronger
correspondence between proved computations and abstract sequents, that is, modulo
the usual rewriting logic axioms. More importantly, such a correspondence holds also
for equivalence classes of proved computations, as long as an additional set of axioms
over proof terms is considered.

4.1. Lifting to abstract sequents

The aim of this subsection is to establish an initial relationship concerning the
two presentations of CCS given above, proving a one-to-one correspondence between
proved computations and abstract proof terms.

Proposition 18 (Sequential decomposition). Let 0 be an active proof term entailed by
Rccs. Then; either 0 ≡ c(0′) for 0′ idle; or there exists a unique family 01; : : : ; 0n of
one-step proof terms; such that 0 ≡ 01 · : : : · 0n and no 0i ≡ c(0′i) for 0′i idle.

Proof. It is enough to note that no axiom of Table 4 can be applied, except for the
associativity of sequential composition which is immaterial, and for the distributivity
of �. In fact, the decomposition is applicable to a proof term only when some of its
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subcomponents are enabled to perform a rewrite step, which is impossible, according
to Lemma 14, because they have sort SP. The same argument works for the exchange
axiom.

The statement above is reminiscent of the standard decomposition property for se-
quents reported in Lemma 3:6 of [22] (but see also Proposition 21 of [5] and Proposi-
tion 4:1 of [5]): the main diKerence is its uniqueness, due to the structure of the proof
terms entailed by Rccs. Uniqueness is not a trivial property, and it is not in general valid
for a generic rewriting theory. On the contrary, it will be the basis for the proof of the
correspondence between proved computations and abstract sequents, obtained identi-
fying all the sequents entailed by Rccs whose proof terms are equivalent.

Theorem 19 (Abstract correspondence). Let P be a CCS process. Then; the functions
0̂ and �̂ of Proposition 15 induce a one-to-one correspondence between the family of
proved computations with source P and the family of abstract sequents with source
c(P).

Proof. First, note that two proved computations can be sequentially composed, when
the target of the 1rst coincides with the source of the second, and denote their composi-
tion by juxtaposition. Then, de1ne 0̂c and �̂c as the obvious extensions of the functions
0̂ and �̂ to proved computations and sequential proof terms, respectively.

�̂c(0) =




P if 0 is idle;

�̂(0) if 0 is initial;

�̂c(0
′) if 0 = �:0′;

�̂c(01)�̂c(02) if 0= 01 · 02;

0̂c(�) =




c(P) if � is empty;

0̂(�) if �=P �→P′;

0̂(�1) · ‘(�):0̂c(�2) if �1 =P �→P′ and �= �1�2:

We 1rst prove that the function �̂c is well-de1ned, that is, if 0≡ 5, then �̂c(0) and �̂c(5)
are the same proved transition. We proceed by induction on the last axiom applied.
The key point is that only the axiom about distributivity of the operators � can be
applied, because all the proof terms of sort SP are identities, as established in the proof
of Proposition 18. By de1nition of �̂c, it follows immediately that �̂c(�:(01 · 02)) ≡
�̂c((�:01) · (�:02)).

The result then follows via the uniqueness of the decomposition given by Propo-
sition 18, and the one-to-one correspondence between sequential sequents and proved
computations that follows easily from Proposition 15(iii) and from the de1nitions of
0̂c and �̂c.
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4.2. A set of truly concurrent axioms

Our main goal is establishing a rewriting logic theory of truly concurrent CCS. This
is the reason why, as anticipated in the introduction, we need to enforce some identities
over abstract proof terms, adding a few axioms to the usual equational presentation,
surveyed in Section 3.1. This enables us to prove a correspondence result between
proof terms, up-to the new congruence, and proved computations, up-to the equivalence
� that exchanges the occurrence order of two (or more) concurrent transitions. To
introduce our concurrent CCS rewrite theory, we exploit the relation between “parallel”
transitions in a concurrency diamond. The interested reader may wish to compare
our approach with the one of [11] that exploits category theory to characterize some
analogous notions of concurrent computations of Petri nets. Or more appropriately, the
set of axioms over rewriting logic proposed in [20], in order to axiomatize permutation
equivalence in the framework of �-calculus.

De�nition 20. The process theory associated with CCS is the equational speci1cation
〈'eccs; Es〉, where Es is the axiom schema {�0:�1: x= �1:�0: x | �0; �1 ∈A∪{�}}.

This axiom schema is pivotal for identifying proof terms with the same concur-
rent behaviour; as pointed out at the end of Section 3.2, a problem when dealing
with sequents representing equivalent computations was the need to forget the addi-
tional information on the target. Intuitively, the axiom equates the states 0:5:P′

3 and
5:0:P′′

3 in the diagram shown aside, whenever 0 and 5 are
concurrent activities (cf. the concurrency diamond in Section
2.3). At the same time, the axiom schema does not identify
too many computations, essentially because an initial proof
term can only be plugged in context given by the sequential
composition, as Proposition 18 suggests. This is made precise
by Theorem 22, that states the correspondence between equi-

valent proved computations and concurrent sequents, introduced in the de1nition below.

De�nition 21. The concurrent rewrite theory associated to CCS is the rewrite theory
Reccs based on 〈'eccs; Es〉, with the same rewrite rules as for Rccs (as shown in Table 5)
and the truly concurrent axioms for proof terms in Tables 6 and 7.

We now brieJy comment on the axiom schemata of Table 6. The 1rst involves the
parallel operator and reJects our intuition on concurrency as stated when introducing
ˆ: “ two transitions are concurrent if they result from 1ring two pre1xes laying on
the opposite sides of a parallel operator”. It is analogous to the 1rst condition used in
De1nition 2 to describe causal dependency, adapted in order to characterize directly
the notion of independence. The same happens for the other three schemata, which
characterize the interweaving between independence and synchronization.

Note that we could consider those last three schemata of Table 6 as stating that
the synchronization operator preserves the equivalence induced by the 1rst axiom. It
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Table 6
Parallel axioms for Reccs

00 : c(x)→ �0:c(x0); 01 : c(y)→ �1:c(y0)

�0(x; y; x0; 00) · �0:�1(y; x0; y0; 01) ≡c �1(y; x; y0; 01) · �1:�0(x; y0; x0; 00)

00 : c(x)→ a:c(x0); 01 : c(x)→ �:c(x1); 02 : c(y)→ Ma:c(y0);
00 · a:50 ≡c 01 · �:51 : c(x)→ �:a:c(x2)

&(x; y; x0; y0; 00; 02) · �:�0(x0; y0; x2; 50) ≡c
�0(x; y; x1; 01) · �:&(x1; y; x2; y0; 51; 02)

00 : c(x)→ a:c(x0); 01 : c(x)→ �:c(x1); 02 : c(y)→ Ma:c(y0);
00 · a:50 ≡c 01 · �:51 : c(x)→ �:a:c(x2)

&(y; x; y0; x0; 02; 00) · �:�1(x0; y0; x2; 50) ≡c
�1(x; y; x1; 01) · �:&(y; x1; y0; x2; 02; 51)

00 : c(x)→ a:c(x0); 01 : c(x)→ b:c(x1);
02 : c(y)→ Ma:c(y0); 03 : c(y)→ Mb:c(y1);

00; a:50 ≡c 01; b:51 : c(x)→ a:b:c(x2); 02 · Ma:52 ≡c 03 · Mb:53 : c(y)→ Ma: Mb:c(y2)
&(x; y; x0; y0; 00; 02) · �:&(x0; y0; x2; y2; 50; 52) ≡c
&(x; y; x1; y1; 01; 03) · �:&(x1; y1; x2; y2; 51; 53)

Table 7
Context axioms for Reccs

00 : c(x)→ �0; c(x0); 01 : c(x)→ �1:c(x1); 00· �0:50 ≡c 01 · �1:51

6i(x; y; x0; 00) · �0:50 ≡c 6i(x; y; x1; 01) · �1:51
i= 0; 1

00 : c(x)→ �0:c(x0); 01 : c(x)→ �1:c(x1); 00· �0:50 ≡c 01 · �1:51

�i(x; y; x0; 00) · �0:�i(x0; y; x2; 50) ≡c �i(x; y; x1; 01) · �1:�i(x1; y; x2; 51)
i= 0; 1

00 : c(x)→ �0:c(x0); 01 : c(x)→ �1:c(x1); 00 · �0:50 ≡c 01 · �1:51

�a(x; x0; 00) · �0:�a(x0; x2; 50)≡c �a(x; x1; 01) · �1:�a(x1; x2; 51)
a =∈{�0; �1}

is then no surprise that we need an additional set of axioms: the schemata of Table 7
should be understood as a sort of homomorphic closure of that basic equivalence with
respect to all the remaining operators over proof terms. To a certain extent, they are
needed for performing the same task of the function @ on enhanced labels, that is, for
dropping part of the information available in a proved computation. If we consider e.g.
the axioms involving non-deterministic choice, it is clear that they are motivated by
the need of eliminating the + operator. However, we cannot in general throw away
all those occurrences, as done in PTS. Indeed, a simplistic law like 60(x; y; x0; 0) ≡c 0
would not work, since the two sequents have diKerent sources (and equating P + Q
to P, for any two processes P;Q, is clearly unacceptable). Thus, we only need to
identify those proof terms which correspond to the basic concurrency situation (i.e.,
two transitions occurring at the opposite sides of a parallel operator), but that are
placed inside a non-deterministic context.
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In fact, while the others are more speci1c, the 1rst axiom schemata of Table 7
could be considered analogous to the conditions required for permutation equivalence
on term rewriting [2], since the rewrites occur on disjoint parts of a process. For general
results on the relationships between rewriting logic and permutation equivalence, see
[7, 15, 20].

4.3. Lifting to concurrent computations

In this section we lift Theorem 19 to the truly concurrent semantics as de1ned
on proved transition systems, showing that the notion of concurrency of De1nition 3
corresponds to that de1ned for our rewriting theory. From now onwards, equivalence
classes of proof terms modulo the truly concurrent axioms are referred to as concurrent
proof terms, and similarly for sequents.

Theorem 22 (Concurrent correspondence). Let P be a CCS process. Then; the func-
tions 0̂ and �̂ of Proposition 15 induce a one-to-one correspondence between the
family of equivalent proved computations with source P and the family of concurrent
sequents with source c(P).

Proof. In order to give the proof, we need to show that 0̂c maps equivalent proved
computations into the same concurrent sequent; and �̂c maps equivalent proof terms
into equivalent proved computations.

More in detail, in order to establish (1) we just need to show that ��1 �′ implies
0̂c(�)≡c 0̂c(�′). As a matter of fact, since 0̂c inductively applies 0̂ to the transitions
of � (and �′), it suRces to prove that it holds for all computations of length two, the
“concurrency diamond” of Lemma 4.

Similarly, (2) is shown to hold by proving that if 0≡c 0′ by a single application of
an axiom in Tables 6 and 7, then �̂(0)� �̂(0′). Indeed, the only meaningful contexts for
active proof terms are given by either one of the �’s operators, which are immaterial

for the de1nition of �̂c, or the operator of sequential composition, which is clearly
preserved.

So, consider (1) and proceed again by case analysis as in the proof of Lemma 4.
Call CASES the cases singled out there. For the sake of simplicity, we take also here
the 1rst case, only:

� = C1[Q1|R1]
#1||0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R1]

#2||1�R−−−→C2[Q2|R2];

and its associated proved computation

�′ = C1[Q1|R1]
#1||1�R−−−→C2[Q1|R2]

#2||0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R2]:

To prove that 0̂c(�)≡c 0̂c(�′), it suRces to proceed by induction on the syntactic struc-
ture of C1, since it fully determines #1, C2 and #2. Therefore, each operator in C1

singles out its corresponding axiom in Tables 6 and 7.
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If we consider the empty context, the proof is trivial: it is obtained by a single
application of the 1rst axiom in Table 6.

We consider now the case in which C1 =C′
1[Q1|R1] + S, working it in details: the

others follows the same pattern. Then, we have the computation

� = C′
1[Q1|R1] + S

+0#′
1||0�Q−−−−→C2[Q2|R1]

#2||1�R−−−→C2[Q2|R2];

and, by hypothesis, the computation

�s = C′
1[Q1|R1]

#′
1||0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R1]

#2||1�R−−−→C2[Q2|R2]:

Then, we can infer for �′ the form

�′ = C′
1[Q1|R1] + S

+0#′
1||1�R−−−−→C2[Q1|R2]

#2||0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R2];

and, by hypothesis, the existence of the computation

�′s = C′
1[Q1|R1]

#′
1||1�R−−−→C2[Q1|R2]

#2||0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R2];

such that �s �1 �′s, that implies by induction hypothesis 0̂c(�s)≡c 0̂c(�′S). Now, let us
denote by �1; s and �2; s the two subcomputations of �s, and similarly for �′. By de1ni-
tion, we have that

0̂c(�) = 60(C′
1[Q1|R1]; S; C2[Q2|R1]; 0̂(�1; s)) · l(+0#′

1||0�Q):0̂(�2;s);

and, similarly, that

0̂c(�′) = 60(C′
1[Q1|R1]; S; C2[Q1|R2]; 0̂(�′1; s)) · l(+0#′

1||1�R):0̂(�′2; s):
Finally, the 1rst axiom in Table 7 equates 0̂c(�) and 0̂c(�′).

As far as (2) is concerned, assume 0≡c 0′ by the 1rst axiom of Table 6. Then,
�̂(0)�1 �̂(0′), since we are exactly in the 1rst case of CASES.

Similarly for the other axioms of Table 6: the second and the third axioms correspond
to the second case of CASES (and its symmetric); the fourth axiom corresponds to
the case(s) where two communications are concurrent (third case of CASES).

As far as the axioms of Table 7 are concerned, they simply add context to an un-
derlying transition. So, assume by hypothesis 00; �0:50 ≡c 01; �1:51 and �̂c(00; �0:50) �1

�̂c(01; �1:51). Moreover, let Ci; Qi and Ri (i= 1; 2) be such that

�̂c(00; �0:50) = C1[Q1|R1]
#1||0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R1]

#2||1�R−−−→C2[Q2|R2];

and then, by Lemma 4, also

�̂c(01; �1:51) = C1[Q1|R1]
#1||1�R−−−→C2[Q1|R2]

#2||0�Q−−−→C2[Q2|R2]:

It is immediate to see then that �̂c preserves ≡c. We work out only the case for the
1rst axiom of the list; a similar argument works for the others. Under the above
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assumptions, we have, for some S, that

�̂c(60(C1[Q1|R1]; S; C2[Q2|R1]; 00); �0:50)

= C1[Q1|R1] + S
+0#1||0�Q→ C2[Q2|R1]

#2||1�R→ C2[Q2|R2];

which is clearly equivalent to

�̂c(60(C1[Q1|R1]; S; C2[Q1|R2]; 01); �1:51)

= C1[Q1|R1] + S
+0#1||1�R→ C2[Q1|R2]

#2||0�Q→ C2[Q2|R2]:

We close the section with an application of the truly concurrent axioms. Consider the
processes P= a:0|b:0 and Q= !a:0|(!b: Ma:0 + c:0), already discussed in Section 2. As
shown in Section 3.2, Reccs entails the following sequents with source P, which are
equated by the 1rst axiom of Table 6:
• 00 · a:50 = �0(a:0; b:0; 0; a(0)) · a:�1(b:0; 0; 0; b(0)) : c(P) → a:b:c(0|0); and
• 01 · b:51 = �1(b:0; a:0; 0; b(0)) · b:�0(a:0; 0; 0; a(0)) : c(P) → b:a:c(0|0).
The sequent associated with the proved computation (restricting ourselves to the sub-
computation of length 3) originating from Q and described in Section 2.3 is obtained
by composing the following proof terms:
• :0 = �0(Q1; Q2 + Q3; Q1|0; !a(0));
• :1 = �1(Q2 + Q3; Q1|0; Q2| Ma:0; 60(Q2; Q3; Q2| Ma:0; !b( Ma:0)));
• :2 = &(Q1|0; Q2| Ma:0; (Q1|0)|0; Q2|0; �0(Q1; 0; Q1|0; !a(0)); �1( Ma:0; Q2; 0; Ma(0))); and
• :3 = �1(Q2|0; (Q1|0)|0; (Q2| Ma:0)|0; �0(Q2; 0; Q2| Ma:0; !b( Ma:0)));
for terms Q1 = !a:0, Q2 = !b: Ma:0, and Q3 = c:0, with the corresponding sequents:
• :0 : c(Q)→ a:c((Q1|0)|Q2 + Q3);
• :1 : c((Q1|0)|Q2 + Q3)→ b:c((Q1|0)|(Q2| Ma:0));
• :2 : c((Q1|0)|(Q2| Ma:0))→ �:c(((Q1|0)|0)|(Q2|0)); and
• :3 : c(((Q1|0)|0)|(Q2|0))→ b:c(((Q1|0)|0)|((Q2| Ma:0)|0)).
Then, we have that :2 · �::3 ≡c :′3 · b::′2, for proof terms
• :′3 = �1(Q2| Ma:0; Q1|0; (Q2| Ma:0)| Ma:0; �0(Q2; Ma:0; Q2| Ma:0; !b( Ma:0))); and
• :′2 = &(Q1|0; (Q2| Ma:0)| Ma:0; (Q1|0)|0; (Q2| Ma:0)|0;

�0(Q1; 0; Q1|0; !a(0)); �1( Ma:0; Q2| Ma:0; 0; Ma(0)))
and corresponding sequents

• :′3 : c((Q1|0)|(Q2| Ma:0))→ b:c((Q1|0)|((Q2| Ma:0)| Ma:0)); and
• :′2 : c((Q1|0)|((Q2| Ma:0)| Ma:0))→ �:c(((Q1|0)0)|((Q2| Ma:0)|0)).
So, we obtain that :0 · a::1 · a:b::2 · a:b:�::3 ≡c :0 · a::1 · a:b::′3 · a:b:b::′2.

5. Conclusions

We gave a purely logical characterization of the concurrent behaviour of CCS pro-
cesses in terms of rewriting logic. Our main result is that this notion fully coincides
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with the one usually presented in the literature. We achieved it by de1ning a set of
axioms that equate those computations diKering from the temporal ordering in which
two, or more, concurrent transitions may occur. Our starting point has been the proved
transition systems of [12, 13], whose enhanced labels have an algebraic structure, that
reJects the structure of processes, just as proof terms do. Actually, our set of axioms
can be split into two distinct parts. The 1rst is directly inspired by the characterization
of causality and concurrency de1ned on proved transition systems; the second set is
more speci1c to rewriting logic and performs a sort of homomorphic closure of the
equivalence de1ned by the 1rst set.

Instead of considering recursive (or constant) de1nitions, we used here the replica-
tion operator !, which implements them with a negligible loss of information. As a
matter of fact, we used a guarded version of ! to keep our presentation simple. Also,
guarded ! suRces for translating a process with constant de1nitions in a weakly equiv-
alent one without, see [25]. Furthermore, the general version of ! only requires a more
careful de1nition of causality than the one given here. The interested reader may 1nd it
in [10].

Future work will aim at combining our notion of concurrent computation with some
behavioural equivalence. In other words, we would like to characterize bisimulation in
rewriting logic. However, this is not immediate. To see why, consider the usual laws
for (strong) bisimulation, stating that the operator “+” is commutative and associative,
and furthermore that it has 0 as identity. Stipulating that processes form a commutative
monoid is not enough. E.g., there is an in1nite number of sequents with source �,
because �= � + 0= � + 0 + 0= · · ·, and so on. Thus, further axioms are needed,
such as 60(P; 0; 0) = 0. Once more, this recalls analogous problems involved in the
axiomatization of permutation equivalent computations for the �-calculus given in [20].
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